1 Introduction. The irreducibility of representations of the nondegenerate principal series for real semisimple Lie groups has received considerable attention and known general results are very extensive. However, for degenerate principal series the known results are quite specialized (cf. Stein [8] , Gross [3] ) and no general theory has yet appeared.
In this paper we are concerned with a degenerate principal series of representations 7(x; •) of the (reductive) group © = U(2, 2) consisting of all 4x4 complex matrices For our purposes, we realize these representations in the space L2(X), where X is the space of 2 X 2 Hermitian matrices. The main thrust of this work is to give a complete resolution of irreducibility and reducibility of these representations. Specially, we prove (i) For p i= 0 or m odd, T(p,m; •) is irreducible,
(ii) F(0, 2n; •) is reducible.
The proofs of these results require the development of considerable techniques of harmonic analysis on the space X. In particular, the proof of (ii) necessitates the construction of a certain translation-invariant operator on L2(X) analogous to a "Hubert transform" relative to the natural action of GL(2, Q on X. These ideas are of analytic interest in their own right.
Let us briefly describe the ideas involved. The irreducibility proof proceeds in two stages. First, in the spirit of Gelfand-Naïmark, we apply the Fourier transform F on to the commuting relation AT(p, m; g) = T(p, m; g)A restricted to the subgroup %', transpose of <$. Secondly, we analyze AT(p, m; g) = T(p, m; g)A and for this we apply Mellin analysis. However, since X has no natural multiplication structure and because the inverse of a Hermitian matrix has an unmanageable denominator, we look at this relation on the invariant subspace L2(X) = {/ EL2(X)\f(w)=f (uxu~') for all zz G SU(2)}.
In the end we have simple algebraic equations to solve, and the solution leads directly to the irreducibility theorem. In contrast to the proof of irreducibility in which one needs only to show the commuting operator is necessarily a scalar multiple of the identity operator, to prove reducibility one has to exhibit a nontrivial commuting operator which in our situation involves the construction of a "singular integral" by analytic continuation. In particular, we are interested in the operators
and the corresponding operators F(p,l) = F-'F(p, 1)F.
Although one knows by general consideration that B(p, 1) is convolution by some distribution on X, for our purposes we need more explicit information. This we obtain by a suitable analytic continuation construction, modelled after that of Stein [14] , which goes as follows: extend p to be complex.
Formally
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where r*(p) is a product of T-functions and a certain analytic function. We observe that the functions |det x|-,p[det x] and |det>>|'p_2 on X are locally integrable only for p in the disjoint regions Im(p) > 0 and Im(p) < -2 respectively; nevertheless we prove that r*(p)ff(x -y)\dety\'p~2 dy is the analytic continuation of (B(p, l)f)(x) = (F~xB(p, \)Ff)(x) for/ G Cg(X).
Thus we have an explicit realization of B(p, 1) from which it is shown that 5(0,1) is a nontrivial commuting operator. This renders the second result.
In a paper in preparation, the result of this work will be extended to the group SO(n, m) and the Kunze-Stein theory of intertwining operators, analytic continuation, uniformly bounded representations of these degenerate principal series will be examined. Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Professors Kenneth I. Gross and Ray A. Kunze for their guidance and advice in this work. %, 6, and T are subgroups of @, such that % and T both are isomorphic to the group X, and G is isomorphic to 077(2, Q. $ is the semidirect product of % and 6. For b E % let p(b) = (A^(6))_I where A® is the modular function of ®. By calculation, p(u(x)c(a)) = |det a\~4. For sake of simplicity we often write p(a) and x(a) for p(u(x)c(a)) and x(»(x)c(dj) respectively. The product % T is open and dense in © and the complement of % °V in © is of measure zero. For any x E X we write
Let dx = dxxdx2dx3dx4 be the measure on X. The representation T(p, m; •) induced from the character x = xP,m °f ® ^s realized as a multiplier representation on L2(X); namely for any g = (acd) E © and/ G L2^) By formula (2.1) and a straightforward calculation,
In particular, when a = I, (2.4) implies that B commutes with the operators of multiplication by e""'W*> for ally. Hence, as is well known, B must be of multiplication type; i.e. there exists an essentially bounded measurable function ß(x) such that (Bf)(x) = ß(x)f(x) for/ G L2(*). Then, by letting p = p2 -p" m = m2 -mx, (2.4) reduces to
a.e.
In particular, by choosing Hence, if m ^ 0, ß (x) = 0 a.e., so part (1) is proved. Now we assume m = 0. Let 4>(x) = /J(x)|det x|''p/2 for x E X* (i.e. det x =£ 0). Then \p(a*xa) = \p (x) . Since |det x\~2 dx and »|/(x)|det x\~2 dx are both invariant measure on the homogeneous spaces Xx, X2 and X3, by the uniqueness of invariant measure we obtain ip(x) = Cx8x(x) + C2S2(x) + C383 (x) . Hence ß(x) = (CXSX (x) + C282(x) + C383(x))|det x|_p/2 a.e., and the proposition is proved. AFT(x;p)F-x = 77(x;p)7-'i.
Consider the subspace
which is easily seen to be invariant under 7, 7(x; p) and A. We shall Mellin analyze the operator equation (3.2) on this subspace and see that this partial spectral analysis is enough to give complete irreducibility results for the representations 7(x; • ). We note here that analysis on this subspace is not enough to obtain reducibility results, and for this we resort to other techniques that appear in the next sections. The proof of Theorem (3.1) takes a few steps. Let t-K(*;.?.) O < 9 <2tT
he the maximal torus of SU(2). The homogeneous space SU(2)/T, which is the 2-sphere, consists of cosets up = zz^T and zi(0" 9j) = u(9x, 9j)T, where
-(sin 9x)e~i9* cosí?, for 0 < 0, < ír/2, 0 < 02 < 2tt.
Let fi be the set of all real 2x2 diagonal matrices
since a 2 X 2 Hermitian matrix can be diagonalized by an element of SU (2) into a real diagonal matrix. More explicitly, for any x G X, there exists a zz G SU(2) such that zz ~ 'xzz = co G fi. fi is homeomorphic to R2. We let du = duxdu2 be the Lebesgue measure on fi. Since u(9) commutes with all co G fi and zz^'cozz^, = u~x(ux, u2)up = (co2, co,) one can prove that for co such that co, 7e co2 the map (co, zi) -» zzcom-1 is continuous and one-to-one. Let fi0 = {co = (co,, u2) Gfi| co, > co2}.
Since the set of co for which co, = co2 is of measure 0. We identify fi0 X SU(2)/T with X. This gives a new coordinates system on X namely (co,, co2, 9X, 9j). The coordinate transformation is given by Thus, one may think of (co,, co2, 0,, 02) as spherical coordinates of X. Define the measure dit = dù(9x, 92) = ¿sin 20, d9x d92 on SU(2)/T. The following integration formula will be used later.
Let L2(fi) = {<b E L2(fi, du)\<b(u') = <b(u2, co,) = -cf>(co" "2) = #•>)}» i-eLf(fi) is the Hilbert space of "antisymmetric" functions in L2(fi). 
Proof. The fact that O is a well-defined bijective map is a straightforward consequence of its definition and the antisymmetric property of $ G L2(ß). Let us prove that $ is unitary. Define ßo = {w'| w G ß0} = {w G ß| ux < <o2}. Then ß = ß0 u ßo, and ß0 n ßo = {w G ß| w, = w2) which is of measure zero in ß. Now
Therefore, $ is a unitary map of L2(X) onto L2(ß). We next compute 4>7$" by using a well-known formula, (3.6) In fact, let Using formulas (3.4) and (3.6),
Formulas for <&T(x; p)<b~x and í>^4>-1 are straightforward computations. Thus the proposition is proved.
Since our analysis will only be on the space F2(fi), we shall write F, F~x, T(x;p) and i for <£>F$-1, Í»F"'$-1, $r(x;p)$-1 and 4>i$_1 respectively. Let fi* denote the collection of co G fi for which co,co2 i=-0. The complement of fi* in fi is of measure 0. Hence, we will not distinguish L2(fi) from L2(fi*), nor L2(fi) from L2(fi*). Let fi* denote the group of unitary characters of the multiplicative group fi*. The generic element of fi* is
where £,, £2 are in R and e" e2 are either 0 or 1. We also denote A by (£" e,; ¿2, £2) and identify fi* with (R X Z-j) X (R X Z-ff.
For any <J> G L2(fi) and X G fi* define the Mellin transform M by
From the above two formulas, one sees immediately that M is the tensor product of the usual real Mellin transform; that is, it is the usual Mellin • (det(-co-l))_1^»(co)|det co|_I ¿co -(xA)(-/)(87r)_1 f |detco|_1/2(detco)
(Íc>)(A) = (MÂ<j>)(X) = (8t7)_1 f|detco|I/2A(co)a(co)<í)(co)|detco|_1 du = (877)"'J|detco|1/2A(co) 2 C/y(co) cb(co)|det cof1 ¿co 4 4 = 2 q/ldetcof/^OicoX^ldetcol-'c/co = 2 C>(A£). 
Í-1
Since £, is the identity character (i.e. f,X = X), (3.12-1) always holds. Therefore, to prove Theorem (3.1), we will find what x have the property that (3.12-2), (3.12-3) and (3.12-4) hold only when C2 = C3 -C4 = 0 (cf. Remark (3.8) ). Recall that we already know that C2 = C3.
In the calculation below, we are going to use another formula for £,(£, e); namely, This theorem will imply the reducibility theorem in the next section. The analytic continuation technique is seen in [8] . In this section, p will be a complex number except in Bj(p). Bj(p),j = 1, 2, 3, are given in (4.1). To avoid ambiguity we will not use B-(p) given by (4.2) for complex p.
For any x E X, let tx denote the translation by x, i.e. (rj)(y) = f(y -x). Clearly, rx is a bijective map of Cc(X) onto itself and jxf(x-y)kj(p,y) dy = j(T_J)(-y)kj(p,y) dy.
Since ( on the strip by the maximal principle. Since tf>£ converges in L'-norm, P(p)IZ(p) and thus 7"e(p) converges uniformly on any bounded subset of the strip. The lemma is proved.
The proof of Lemma (4.6) involves regularization of divergent integrals. The following lemma, which is verified through long computation, is needed in the regularization process. Write x = vr\v~x where tj G fi0 and v G SU(2)/T. Then dx = (rj, -r/z)2 dv dt\ (cf. (3.4) ). For/ -1, 2, 3 and 0 < £ < 1, let (4.8) kf(p,y) = it"4/Ve<hll + |,»l)ty(jc)|det je|"V"<w*) dx.
Lemma (4.9). For any fixed p=£ -ni and each /', \kf(p, y)\ is uniformly bounded on every compact subset ofX* and lim kf(p,y) = k(p,y).
Proof of Lemma (4.6). The last two equalities follow from Lemma (4.9). Thus, Lemma (4.6) is proved. Now we turn to prove Lemma (4.9). In the proof we shall use the following well-known formula of T-functions. Let z be a complex number such that -7r/2 < arg z < tr/2 then f">t»--e-"dt=T(w)z-w.
Proof of Lemma (4.9).First, it is easy to verify that kf(uyu~x) = kf(y) for u G SU (2), and hence kf is determined by its value on ß. Let w G ß, then, by formula (3. fc|(p, co) = /y(p)(co, -a>2)-\(e + k*¡f-\t -fa*)*"'
+ (e + /co,)''p~I(e-/co2)/p_2
-(e -i«,)'p~2(e + /co2)/p~I -(«-to,)*-I(e + /«a)*-2), *f (p, co) = -iy(p)(«, -«O-'ft« -fa,)*-a(« -i«,)"-1
-(e-/«,)*-'(«-to,)*-2).
We note here that we use only the principal branch of logarithm; i.e. for example (4 10 ) (£ + "°l)*"2" CXP((/P " 2)L0g(£ + 'Wl)) = exp((/p -2)(log|e + ico,| + iarg(e + /co,))) where -w < arg(e + /co,) < w.
By (4.10), (e + /co,)'p~2 is a continuous function of co, and e. Hence, if e is bounded, say 0 < e < 1, then |(e + /'co,)'p_2| is uniformly bounded on every compact subset excluding 0. A similar conclusion holds for other terms. Therefore, \kj(p, co)| is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of ß*. So \kj(p,y)\ is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of X*. Thus, the first part of Lemma (4.9) is proved.
Clearly, limt_0 kf (p, y) also satisfies the invariance condition. Therefore, we only have to calculate lim^,, kj(p, co) for co G ß£. Since Lemma (5.6) Let pi--/, -2/,_Forf E C?(X*) and x G X*
